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Planting the Seed: A Roundtable 
on Death Penalty Narratives                        
Featuring Jessica Blank, Pamela Collo!, David R. Dow, Anthony 
Graves, Zachary Martin, and Jill Patterson

"e following discussion grew out of the composition courses I teach at the University of Houston, which over the 
years have developed into a vehicle for exploring the rhetoric of capital punishment in America. My students and 
I discuss (and argue about) the e!ect the articles, #lms, essays, plays, memoirs, and philosophies mentioned in the 
below roundtable and written by its participants have on both their personal perceptions of, and the larger public 
discourse about, the death penalty. "ough the abolition of the death penalty is a given in many countries, and even 
in some parts of this country, in Texas, as in many Gulf Coast states, the issue remains divisive. "is discussion 
was an attempt to dig further into discovering what gives “death penalty narratives” their power in a culture that 
refuses to relinquish their view that homicide must necessarily be repaid in kind. "e photos that are interspersed 
throughout this feature were all taken by Bruce Jackson and Diane Christian during Easter Week, $%&%, on the 
Texas Death Row for men at Ellis Prison, near Huntsville, Texas, little more than an hour’s drive from Gulf 
Coast’s o'ces in Houston. "e images can also be found in, most recently, In *is Timeless Time: Living and 
Dying on Death Row in America (University of North Carolina Press, ()$(). 

          —Zachary Martin 

Kenneth Davis. Sentenced to death, Decem
ber 19, 1977; sentence reduced to life, Novem

ber 
13, 1981. Eligible for parole since Decem

ber 19, 1997. ©
 Bruce Jackson and Diane Christian. 
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Zachary Martin: Since we’re talking about storytelling and narrative, let’s start our 
conversation at the beginning. When (and how) did the death penalty 1rst make 
its way into your lives?

Anthony Graves: I was introduced to the death penalty one day when a knock 
came on my door. It was the death penalty. A police o2cer was told to come pick 
me up for questioning regarding a crime that I knew nothing about. I stayed in jail 
for more than two years until I was taken to trial. After a three-week trial, I was 
found guilty and sentenced to death. I knew absolutely nothing about the death 
penalty until I was wrongfully convicted.

Jessica Blank: In spring of -,,,, Erik ( Jensen) and I had been dating for about 
a month when I brought him to a conference on the death penalty at Columbia 
University. One of the workshops at that conference was on the “Death Row 
Ten,” a group of men in Illinois who had all had confessions tortured out of them 
by a particular police commander. *e commander was found to have done this 
and 1red—and has now, many years later, 1nally been criminally charged and 
convicted—but these men, some of whom had no other evidence against them 
beyond these “confessions,” were still sitting there in prison. 
 We heard a lecture on the case, and saw some documentary footage, and 
it was all quite unsettling, but on an intellectual level, like reading a newspaper 
article. But the workshop organizers had arranged for a phone call from one of 
the inmates in prison, and they hooked a cell phone up to a speaker, so that for a 
few minutes he was actually talking to us there in the room. He mostly just talked 
about wanting to come home—but by the time the call was cut o3 three minutes 
later, everyone in the room was in tears. It was incredibly moving, and a totally 
di3erent kind of experience than the hour we had spent learning journalistically-
framed facts about the case.
 After the call, Erik looked around the room and said, yes, this is really moving, 
but here we are at a death penalty conference, in a room full of defense attorneys, 
clergy, activists, etc. *ese aren’t the people who need to be having this experience. 
And we started writing notes back and forth to each other—literally in the back 
of the classroom—about how to get around the classic problem of “preaching to 
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the choir” and bring the kind of experience we had just had to people who were 
pro-death penalty, or had never really thought about it before, or were unaware 
that wrongful conviction existed. 
 We are both actors, and both of us were interested in documentary theater—
I’d spent a lot of time studying Anna Deavere Smith’s work and Erik had crossed 
paths with Moises Kaufman ("e Laramie Project)—and the idea occurred to us, 

in that conversation, to interview people 
who had been sentenced to death and 
subsequently freed amidst overwhelming 
evidence of innocence, and create a play from 
the transcripts of our interviews. We spent a 
few months researching, writing a proposal, 

and connecting with the Center on Wrongful Convictions, the Innocence Project, 
and several pro-bono death penalty defense lawyers; eventually, they all helped to 
introduce us to folks to potentially interview. We talked to &, people on the phone, 
and then rented a car, raised some seed money (and spent our rent money) and 
spent the summer of -,,, driving across the country to interview about twenty 
death row exonerees in person. 

David R. Dow: If I were twenty years younger than I am, I would not be a death 
penalty lawyer. I’d probably be representing detainees at Guantanamo Bay. *e 
reason is that when I got involved in the death penalty, I had no interest in the 
death penalty. Instead, I had an interest in habeas corpus law, which I taught at the 
University of Houston Law Center. As it happened, the most important habeas 
corpus decisions at the time I was teaching the course were death penalty cases. 
*at was mostly an historical accident. Today the most important habeas corpus 
cases are not death penalty cases; instead, they grow out of the so-called War on 
Terror. So to learn more about habeas corpus I taught myself death penalty law—
which was quite a bit easier to do twenty years ago than it would be today. As part of 
that education, I went to death row to meet some inmates. At that time, death row 
inmates had just gotten the right to be represented by appointed counsel in federal 
death penalty proceedings, and death row inmates in Texas still did not have a right 
to be represented in state habeas corpus proceedings. *ere were something like 

“I remember how shocked I was 
when I was sitting in the courtroom 
hearing the prosecutor present to the 
jury a completely made-up story…”
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$,, men on death row in Texas, and nearly all of them had no lawyers. One of the 
eight inmates I met on my 1rst trip to death row was scheduled to be executed in 
two weeks, and he had never had a habeas corpus appeal, and he also had no lawyer. 
I agreed to represent him, even though I knew nothing about how to do the work; I 
1gured I would probably be able to do a better job than he would, given that he read 
at an eighth grade level. And I simply could not accept that he would be executed 
without having had his appeals, and without a lawyer to navigate the extremely 
arcane legal proceedings. I never expected to work on another case—much less 
another hundred or so cases. But that’s how it turned out.
 *at 1rst client of mine was 1nally executed, but not until seven years later.  

Jill Patterson: In the spring of -,,(, I received an email from a business professor at 
Texas Tech, Hans Hansen, a complete stranger. He asked if I’d meet him for co3ee 
to chat about the death penalty. His email was so mysterious, so di3erent from 
my garden-variety days, I couldn’t say no. At Starbucks, he rattled o3 every fact 
he knew about capital punishment in the state of Texas. When I told him I didn’t 
support the death penalty either, he asked if I knew what attorneys called people 
who don’t believe in executing criminals because one of them might actually be 
innocent. I shook my head but wasn’t worried. Who wouldn’t be against executing 
innocent people? “*ey call you ‘automatic killers,’” he said. I took note of his 
pronouns. You meant me. I kept quiet.
 He locked his eyes on mine, hard, steady, and said the Regional Public 
Defenders O2ce for Capital Cases (located there in Lubbock) was looking for a 
storyteller. He said ((4 of their clients were guilty, which is how someone who’s 
against the death penalty based solely on potential innocence can be seen as pretty 
damn trigger-happy. *ey needed a writer who could explain to a jury how a 
person might land in a place where he committed the kind of murder that made 
other people want to murder him. Did I think I could write narratives where guilty 
people were humans and not monsters, tales that ended with mercy (life without 
parole) instead of a needle in the arm? Could I get on board? 
 I had told my creative writing students for years that there is no such thing as 
an all-out villain. We’re all a product of our own experiences. And so I said yes, yes, 
I could. It was time to practice what I preached. 
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Pamela Colloff: I never gave much thought to the death penalty—or to our 
criminal justice system, for that matter—until shortly before I went to college, 
when I saw the Errol Morris documentary "e "in Blue Line. I can’t recall a 1lm 
before or since that rocked my world as much as that one. Not only did it lead 
to a growing awareness on my part that the death penalty was fundamentally 
5awed; it showed me the power that storytelling had to change the conversation 
about the criminal justice system. A decade later, not long after I was hired at 
Texas Monthly, I decided to attend an execution while I was working on a story in 
Huntsville. In order to write about the death penalty, I felt that it was important to 
bear witness to it. *at particular execution had not attracted any media coverage; 
it was another robbery case gone wrong out of Harris County. I remember being 
struck by how routine the whole proceeding was. I don’t recall any protestors being 
present, or any of the defendant’s family members. *ere were no last-minute 
appeals. It happened very quickly and quietly.

ZM: My own interest in the death penalty can, in large part, be traced back to 
Morris’s 1lm about Texas’s Randall Dale Adams case as well. *ough I can think of 

“innocence narratives” that pre-date it—Gene Miller’s %(0+ Invitation to a Lynching 
comes immediately to mind—"e "in Blue Line has perhaps had the most lasting 
impact on contemporary conversation about the death penalty. It’s a 1lm that plays 
with narrative convention, presenting the same story from multiple perspectives, 
a la Rashomon. David Grann’s “Trial by Fire,” about the case of Cameron Todd 
Willingham, does something similar, inviting the reader to vilify Willingham 
before it absolves him. Both Grann and Morris seem to be asking us to examine 
the di3erence between the “legal narrative” that juries hear and the “public narrative” 
that takes into account information that never made it to trial. *e distance 
between the two versions of the same crime is often astounding. Is it fair to say that 
disconnect is part of what makes innocence narratives so compelling?

PC: "e New Yorker writer Janet Malcolm once described a trial as “a contest 
between competing narratives,” and I often think about that when I’m writing. 
Even though there are two narratives in the courtroom, rarely does either the 
prosecution’s story or the defense’s story capture the complexity of the defendant, 
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his life, the context in which the 
crime was (or was not) committed, 
or the victim. So much is left out of 
that “legal narrative.” My job, as I 
see it, is to provide context. Just as 
prosecutors or defense attorneys do, 
I must decide which details to dole 
out and which to de-emphasize. 
But context is key. If a defendant 
is continually described in court as 
having been “emotionless” about a 
murder, for example, I will interview 
people who know the defendant 
well to better understand this 
person’s reaction. Does this person 
respond to stress by becoming 
more animated or shutting down? 
Is this someone who is typically 
histrionic or taciturn, outgoing 
or private? *ese little details are 
important. I’m continually amazed 
at how seemingly ordinary facts—such as whether or not the defendant showed 
enough grief after a crime—can be recast by the prosecution as sinister, and how 
often character assassination is emphasized over simple facts.

AG: I think because we were taught in school that we have the greatest justice 
system in the world, we tend to judge the accused based on our belief that our 
system got it right. When I was going through the jury phase of my trial I 
remember potential jurors admitting that they felt I had to have done something 
or otherwise the system wouldn’t have me here. Why? Was it the color of my 
skin? I think it’s because we have been programmed through our education to 
believe in our judicial process blindly, “because we are a great country of law 
and order.” But now, with social media, the distrust has started to build toward 

Jack Smith was forty years old when he came to Death Row in 1977. 
He has spent more time on Death Row than half of all Americans 
have been alive. © Bruce Jackson and Diane Christian. 
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a system that continues to show its fallibility. *e reality that the system has 
laws that protect prosecutors with immunity and laws that allow evidence to 
be suppressed plays a big role in wrongful convictions has now become both 
shocking and appalling to people who are having a better understanding of what 
leads to two di3erent sides of the same story. So when a man is found to be 
innocent under those circumstances it becomes a compelling story. I remember 
how shocked I was when I was sitting in the courtroom hearing the prosecutor 
present to the jury a completely made-up story, and sitting there knowing that 
it was a total lie was disheartening. It changed my reality of what I thought our 
justice system stood for and was about. So when I hear of an innocent case my 
heart can only go out to that individual because I know exactly what he went 
through and the emotions he had to deal with. *e disconnect (if you want to 
describe it that way) comes when the disillusion meets the reality of the two 
stories…and that makes it all the more compelling.

JP: I’m continually amazed that “public narratives” are not much better than the 
“legal” ones told in court. In “Trial by Fire,” I remember one of the local witnesses 
saying it didn’t matter if Willingham burned his children; he was a bad man for 
other reasons, and so he got what he deserved. 
 For one of our cases, the Amarillo newspaper ran a photograph of a SWAT 
team, padded in vests, ducking behind a bullet-proof shield and storming across a 
raised ladder to approach a second-story apartment where, the paper reported, the 
accused was armed and waiting for a bloody showdown with the police. Meanwhile, 
the accused was really across town at his cousin’s house, calling his relatives to say 
goodbye and tell them that he loved them and was sorry for what he had done. *e 
reporter knew the truth when he wrote the story because the accused had been 
arrested by then (the paper, in fact, ran a photograph of him cu3ed and stashed in 
a squad car in the same article). But the picture of the SWAT team riled up the 
public, terri1ed everyone, and that horror story sells more papers. 
 In Texas, it’s also the story most people want to believe—as evidenced by the 
online comments they post in response to the news story: “He murdered a mother 
of three! Kill the bastard!” When I get ready to write the life narrative of our client, 
I start with the newspapers (the public story) because they tell me everything 
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the legal team ought to be afraid of—every minute thing the public hates the 
defendant for, every detail reporters are feeding the public to fuel their hate—and 
I start writing against it. I look for a theme that addresses those fears but subverts 
them at the same time. A contest between competing narratives, for certain.

DRD: Innocence narratives are powerful because our ability to empathize is paltry. 
What I mean by that is this: if your typical middle-class white guy—e.g., me—hears 
a story about a poor black kid whose dad went to prison when he was still in his 
mother’s womb and whose mother was a crack addict who ignored her children so 
thoroughly they were left to 1ll their stomachs by eating peeling paint, and the kid 
ends up in a gang, because that’s the only family he had, and one things leads to the 
next until one day he kills a clerk at a convenience store who reached for a weapon 
while he was robbing the place—if I hear a story 
about that kid, it is sad, of course, but it is like 
reading Oliver Twist. I cannot relate to it. On 
the other hand, if you tell me about a middle 
class white guy like me who gets railroaded 
by a corrupt prosecutor for murdering his 
wife, when he actually had nothing to do with 
it at all, and so that white guy gets snatched 
from his middle class house in his usually safe 
neighborhood and sent to death row and then executed—well, that story, I feel in my 
bones because I think it could be me. In other words, I think innocence narratives are 
powerful because our human imagination is, generally speaking, so in1rm. 
 And the proof lies in this very roundtable. Anthony Graves is every bit as 
innocent as a man named Michael Morton, but the prosecutor who wrongfully 
sent Morton to prison went to jail while the prosecutor who fabricated the case 
against Anthony is still out there. Morton has a piece of legislation named after him. 
Anthony doesn’t. From my perspective, the di3erence between them is basically 
that Morton is a middle class white guy like me, and Anthony is a black guy from 
a struggling family in a small town. I do not intend this observation in any way 
to diminish the injustice Michael Morton endured, and his strength in surviving 
it. But the fact is, his plight received in1nitely more attention than the plights of 

“I believe that empathy is the central 
mechanism of narrative storytelling—
as audiences, we identify with the 
protagonist and go on their journey 
with them, and a narrative doesn’t 
“work” unless we put ourselves in the 
shoes of its protagonist…”
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Anthony, or the drifter named Randall Adams who was the subject of the 1lm 
Zach alluded to, or pretty much any of the protagonists in "e Exonerated. *e 
innocence narrative undoubtedly erodes popular support for the death penalty, but 
understanding why it does forces us to confront our own regrettable limitations.

JB: David, I think your point about empathy is really a crucial one. I believe that 
empathy is the central mechanism of narrative storytelling—as audiences, we 
identify with the protagonist and go on their journey with them, and a narrative 
doesn’t “work” unless we put ourselves in the shoes of its protagonist and experience 
that emotional transference. In my 1eld (theater, 1lm, and TV) if you don’t have 
that experience as an audience member, you probably didn’t like the work. (I’d 
imagine that process of empathy and identi1cation is even more crucial when it 
comes to legal narratives and jurors’ ability to identify with the people before them.) 
 Because "e Exonerated is often categorized as “political theater,” we get a lot 
of questions about how we thought about politics in crafting the piece. *e answer 

Mark Moore (in the cell) clowns for the camera with night porter John Hayter, while day porter Emery Harvey sits in the barber chair and 
Andy Barefoot (in cell 3) watches television. © Bruce Jackson and Diane Christian.
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is always the same: because empathy is the central mechanism of narrative theater, 
the politics are all in who you ask the audience to empathize with; i.e. who your 
protagonist is. We put a lot of thought into that question—and then once we make 
that choice, we get out of the way ideologically and just do our job as storytellers, 
which is to craft the narrative so that it takes the audience on the journey of that 
person (or in the case of "e Exonerated, people). 
 We live in a media culture that encourages us to see entire groups of people as 

“other”—to actively not empathize with them. One of the things we are interested 
in as storytellers is putting the “other” in the position of protagonist and asking our 
audiences to empathize with folks with whom they are not normally encouraged 
to empathize. What’s amazing—and what gives me hope that our ability to 
empathize can actually be expanded—is that skillful storytelling can create an 
empathic process with individuals who had previously been placed 1rmly in the 

“other” category. We saw it over and over during the life of "e Exonerated—while 
much of our audience was, of course, progressive and walked into the theater 
already sympathetic, we also had many audience members who were 1rmly pro-
death penalty, who came in with the assumption that the people being represented 
on stage were as di3erent from them as the poor black kid in David’s example. We 
watched, over and over, as those people’s assumptions were transformed through 
the process of experiencing the stories onstage. 
 I believe this empathic response is wired into us, and that in it there exists a 
vast untapped potential—we all have this response to good storytelling, it just all 
too often gets diverted into bad reality television, low-quality/high-budget movie 
franchises, or, alternatively, high-quality work that asks us to identify only with 
protagonists who are already privileged and powerful in the real world. *e human 
imagination is vast, and the ability to empathize across all kinds of boundaries, 
experiences, and categories is there; we just live in a culture that too rarely asks us 
to stretch that ability outside very narrow categories.

ZM: What all of you are saying about individualizing and humanizing each case 
makes a lot of sense, and it reminds me of something you wrote, David, in Executed 
on a Technicality, about the Supreme Court’s %(0) decisions that led to the return 
of the death penalty: 
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*e war was over. Abolitionists had lost. As a result, death penalty opponents, 
and particularly death penalty lawyers, had to shift their focus. Hundreds 
of little pictures replaced the big one. *e war had been lost, but individual 
battles could still be won. Death penalty lawyers would not be able to empty 
death row in one fell swoop, but they might still prevail in individual cases.

I’m wondering the extent to which those who work on and write about death 
penalty cases have been pushed into a corner in which narrative—which is 
particularly good at speci1city, empathy for individual characters, and the like—
has had to become the de facto tool of trade. Which in turn makes me think of an 
interview you gave in -,%-, Pamela, in which you said: 

*ere are many innocence cases or potential innocence cases that I see 
which are very interesting from a legal perspective but aren’t interesting 
from a narrative perspective. I can’t write a story about every one of these 
cases, and so I have to 1nd the ones that are compelling from both a legal 
standpoint and a narrative standpoint.

*ere seems to be more and more storytelling about the death penalty in recent 
decades. My 1rst instinct is to think this is a wonderful thing that has the potential 
to widen the scope of public discussion, but the cynic in me wonders if this might 
not be because necessity has pushed the discussion in the direction of storytelling 
because other avenues have been closed o3. I can’t, for instance, imagine taking place 
today the public forum on capital punishment that *ucydides records in his History 
of the Peloponnesian War, which frames the debate in terms of larger national interests.

DRD: *ere’s an old saying among appellate lawyers that when the law is on your 
side, argue the law; when it isn’t, argue the facts. 
 *e problem with narrative and storytelling in death penalty cases is not a 
problem at the trial level. In fact, the opposite is true. Trials are always about the 
particular, not the general, and they are won at the granular level, not at the level 
of grand theory. *e reason the number of death sentences has plummeted so 
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dramatically over the past two decades is that trial lawyers began to acknowledge 
in the mid %((,s that the relevant story, the relevant narrative, in a death penalty 
case is unlike the narrative in any other type of criminal case, because it is all about 
the humanity of the bad guy. *at was an idea trial lawyers were slow to accept, and 
that they 1nally did is probably a direct result of the in5uence of remarkably good 
storytellers (I am thinking here again about "e "in Blue Line). 
 But the problem for lawyers like me, who do most of our capital work at 
the appellate stage, is that appellate courts are inherently indi3erent to narrative. 
*ey care about Big Ideas, and no matter how sympathetic the bad guy is, if the 
jury sends him to death row, he is almost 
surely going to get executed. *ere is a very 
small exception to this observation, I think. 
If the narrative is unusually powerful, really 
and truly extraordinary, judges—because they are human beings—will be more 
inclined to 1nd some principle under which they win. But this of course is exactly 
backwards. Courts are supposed to identify the principles 1rst, not just once they 
have decided an inmate is sympathetic. 
 What all this means, perversely, is that narrative saves a few, but also makes 
it nearly impossible for all the others to prevail. I think it was Barry Scheck who 
said to me that Alan Dershowitz told him that the spate of DNA exonerations 
had made his (Dershowitz’s) life as a trial lawyer easier, but his life as an appellate 
lawyer in1nitely harder. I don’t know for sure that Dershowitz actually said that, 
and I am not even positive it was Scheck who told me the story, but either way, it 
is exactly right. If juries are paralyzed with fear about the possibility of convicting 
an innocent person, you will get more acquittals; but if all we are interested in 
is making sure the innocent do not get convicted, then when someone does get 
convicted, the appellate court will not be interested in any principles so long 
as they are convinced the jury got the right answer. A version of exactly that 
problem operates in capital cases. In the long run, storytelling may yet be the 
reason the death penalty ends, but in the shorter term, the realizations of the 
storytellers are making it almost impossible for the appellate lawyers to win. 
And anyway, as Keynes reminded us, in the long run, we are all dead. 

“They want to hear the whodunit story; 
it makes them feel safer. ”
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AG: You know, I always try to look for the hand that planted the seed to drive 
the narrative, and I’m reminded of a speech I once read that was written by an 
old plantation owner during the days of slavery. He would travel from plantation 
to plantation selling owners this kit on how to control their slaves. *is kit was 
suppose to teach slave owners how to instill fear and distrust as a way to control 
their slaves; the salesman said that if you teach it to your kids and your grandkids 
then it will become self-propagating and the slaves would do it to themselves for 
at least another $,,,, years. *at, to me, was the hand that planted the seed that 
still drives the narrative today. 
 *ese tactics have been practiced throughout our history for so long that too 
often attorneys 1nd themselves spending more time in front of the jury trying to 
humanize their client as a defense, rather than defending them strongly against 
the charges. Attorneys either understand the history of the narrative consciously 
and made this strategy a de facto tool, or they know it subconsciously. When the 
jury is usually ('4 white and -4 minority then attorneys are actually pushed into 
this position—whether they know it or not—of having to humanize their client, 
who usually doesn’t look like the jury. 
 When do you remember a time in our history that the narrative was such that 
all men were treated fairly in our criminal justice system? *e narrative isn’t new. 
Attorneys have always had to battle against the narrative because the narrative has 
always been against those whom he too often 1nd himself defending. I was trying 
to believe against all odds (eleven white jurors) that somehow the truth would win 
out over the narrative—because I was innocent—but the narrative in our criminal 
justice system is so ingrained that being innocent has never been enough. *is 
also ties in to the disconnect between the legal narrative and the narrative on the 
street. Our opinion and the outcomes in our system have always been driven by 
the narrative of fear and distrust.

PC: I’m fascinated with what both David, as an attorney, and Anthony, as an 
exoneree, see as the fundamental problems of narrative. (David, I was particularly 
taken with your observation that “appellate courts are inherently indi3erent 
to narrative.” How true.) And Zachary, I understand your perspective that the 
speci1city of death penalty narratives can obscure more meaningful and wide-
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ranging discussions about the larger moral and societal issues at stake.
 For what it’s worth, though, I think that in the age of Twitter, Facebook, 
Instagram, texting, email, cable, TV on demand, the -&-hour news cycle, and so on, 
I need to do pretty much anything it takes to get a reader engaged in the subject at 
hand. And while the sort of public forum on capital punishment that *ucydides 
recorded might be ideal, the fact that a good narrative can persuade people to read 
eight thousand words on a death penalty case is no small feat these days.
 I could write until I’m blue in the face about the racial inequities of the death 
penalty, or about the prevalence of tunnel vision and con1rmation bias in police work, 
or about the dangers of withholding Brady evidence, or about the ine3ectiveness 
of court appointed attorneys…but I don’t think any of it would resonate as much 
as a single story, like my story on Anthony’s case, which encompasses all of those 
issues but is grounded in the speci1city of one man’s life.
 *is has certainly proven to be true when it comes to the penalty phase of 
capital murder cases, too. Defense attorneys have learned how to employ this 

Donald Burns, the Death Row barber. To his right, Andy Barefoot, waiting for his cell door to open after a shower, talks with Mark 
Moore in cell 4. © Bruce Jackson and Diane Christian. 
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speci1city of detail. Now the punishment phases of capital murder trials are where 
the real battles are waged as attorneys try to mitigate, or essentially tell their clients’ 
stories. How was a defendent raised? What made him turn violent? Why? Such 
details can mean the di3erence between life without parole and death.

JB: I tend to agree with Pamela, though I also acknowledge that, not being 
an attorney, I’ve spent much less time than anyone here in direct contact with 
the legal system; my experience with the subject is grounded in 1rst-person 
conversations with exonerees and their families, and my familiarity with trials 
is limited to the transcripts and case 1les I’ve read. I’m not the best person to 
speak to the mechanics, dynamics, and details of the trial and appeals processes. 
What I can speak to is communication with the wider public, and in that area I 
think narrative is still crucial. Perhaps because our culture’s governing narratives 
are grounded in the individual—or perhaps because of deeper and more cross-
cultural processes ( Joseph Campbell’s “hero’s journey” and the identi1catory 
processes Campbell lays out, etc), it’s usually narrative that moves us enough to 
(sometimes) change our socially conditioned perspectives. Anthony, what you 
have to say about the dominant narratives that are always already in place is so 
profound, and, I think, really spot-on. I’m interested in the ways that individual 
narratives are able to disrupt that dominant narrative—how one person’s story, 
when told correctly, deeply and in a way that has an emotional impact, can pierce 
through the dominant narrative. Maybe I’m an idealist, but I believe that if that 
happens enough, it can erode the dominant narrative—and eventually maybe 
even transform it. 

DRD: Don’t get me wrong when I register a reservation about the use of narrative. 
I think it undoubtedly saves lives, and I agree with Pam and Jessica that it can 
be highly impactful. But I think there is a 5ip side to any narrative, a negative 
pregnant, so to speak, and that 5ip side is the implication that the subject of the 
narrative is special, or extraordinary, or even unique. And what follows from that 
implication is that all the other prisoners on death row are di3erent from the 
subject of the narrative, and therefore, any sympathy or empathy generated by the 
narrative toward its subject is not appropriately extended to all the other (di3erent) 
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prisoners. Overcoming that negative implication is a daunting challenge, perhaps 
an impossibly daunting one. I have no idea how to accomplish it. 

JP: David is right. Narrative works best at the trial level, where jurors consider a 
speci1c case and are not asked to worry about the application of the death penalty 
in general. But, even in court, the story must overcome other narratives embedded 
in our thoughts over decades of 
practice—as Anthony suggests. *e DA 
tells a whodunit story (here’s the proof 
that reveals the bad guy). *e defense 
team tells a story about forgiveness and 
grace. *e di2culty lies with the jurors, 
who are almost always white and middle- or working-class, and it’s easy for 
them to assume from day one of the trial that the defendant is guilty. Because he 
looks di3erent from them, and because they have at least subconscious racist and 
classist biases, and because why would he be sitting in that chair if there wasn’t a 
preponderance of evidence against him. 
 *ey want to hear the whodunit story; it makes them feel safer. *ey have 
di2culty understanding a narrative that asks them to forgive a person whom 
they do not want to understand. *e defendant’s life of poverty and crime 
suggests he’s made bad choices or is bad himself. *ey don’t understand why 
anyone would fear the police (instead of trusting them), or why someone would 
show up “strapped” when claiming they arrived at the crime scene just to talk 
to the victim. *ey don’t understand the long-term rami1cations on a child 
when a family loses electricity and plumbing frequently or moves every fourteen 
months to avoid rent due. And their imagination tells them that “abuse” means 
a beating here or there, something worse than a whupping, sure, but they simply 
cannot imagine the abuse our defendants have “survived”—which is horri1c and 
truly unimaginable. If jurors allow themselves to imagine our defendant’s life, 
to feel empathy for it and for his actions, to see him as human with the same 
dreams and goals in life that they have, are they suggesting somehow that they 
themselves are capable of murder? In the end, narrative may work best during 
plea negotiations, before trial. 

“One hundred percent of the reading or 
theater-going public will be horrified if 
you tell them a story about someone like 
Anthony Graves and, narratively speaking, 
it is a much easier story to tell.”
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 As for public discussion, critics of the death penalty (and death penalty 
attorneys) have started changing their overall narratives. It’s become about what 
our communities really need. Andrea Lyons talks about a capital case she handled 
in Illinois where they argued that the money spent on trial could be used to buy 
the little town where the crime took place a new 1re truck, which they badly 
needed but couldn’t a3ord. *at was the talking point the DA made when he 
granted a life plea instead of going to trial (and the county did buy the 1re truck). 
Proposition $& in California failed recently, but its supporters pitched it ironically 
as “Safe California”—that the money typically spent on the death penalty process 
would be pumped back into investigative funds to help police o2cers investigate 

“open” cases—rapes and murders that had never been solved because of lack of 
resources and manpower. It didn’t work (this time), but I think that narrative 
(which subverts the one we’ve been fed about safety and deterrents), if told often 
enough, will start to speak to people who might not normally listen to typical 
public anti-death penalty rhetoric, which is frequently ine3ective. As Pamela says, 
tell a good story, a smart one, just eight thousand words, and the more people who 
listen—well, that can’t be a bad thing.

ZM: It’s how to tell that “good story” that is supremely interesting to me, and I’m 
hoping all of you can pull back the curtain a little more on your craft and writing 
process. *e sheer volume of material relating to any particular case, for instance, 
seems overwhelming. Jessica, you and Erik sifted through twenty such cases for 
"e Exonerated. Beyond the empathic link you’re looking to discover and build on 
that brings together the defendant with the jury, reader, audience, or judge, could 
all of you talk a little bit more about how you conduct your research, what you’re 
looking to 1nd in that research, and how you begin to craft a given death penalty 
narrative from all these disparate elements? 
 I’m speci1cally interested in what, for lack of a better term, I’ll call the 

“redirection” of a given narrative to point to another possible perpetrator. It appears 
to be a common feature in death penalty narratives—"in Blue Line obviously 
does it; your features, Pamela, on both Anthony’s case and the Michael Morton 
case point in other directions; your book Autobiography of an Execution, David, 
suggests the possibility of a pseudonymously-named man, “Ruben,” as the killer; 
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other recent books that do it are the Los Tocayos Carlos issue of the Columbia 
Human Rights Law Review and Clive Sta3ord Smith’s "e Injustice System. It 
seems a triumph of the writing and research process and also a shrewd narrative 
tool, and I’m wondering where in the research process you become con1dent 
enough to strongly imply that someone else might be guilty and how you go 
about implying that in the right way.

DRD: Two very di3erent kinds of narratives operate in death penalty cases, and 
they are so radically di3erent from one another that even calling them both by 
the same name is misleading. One type of narrative you’ve identi1ed as central 
in Pam’s articles, Jessica’s and Erik’s play, and even my book, is a narrative that 
suggests the wrong person is (or was) on trial. Anthony’s case, and Michael 
Morton’s, are obviously in this category. Exploiting this type of narrative in a death 
penalty case—whether at trial, or on appeal, or even after execution, as sometimes 
happens—appeals not so much to our empathic capacity, or lack thereof, as to 

Clarence Jordan, cell 14, and Paul Rougeau, cell 15. Hands came out of adjoining cells to play dominoes on the run or chess on 
handmade boards suspended by string from the bars where the cells joined. Men would compete in dominoes or chess for years 
without ever seeing one another’s faces as the moves were made or contemplated. © Bruce Jackson and Diane Christian. 
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plain old human guilt and regret. If a lawyer, or writer, or exoneree, can make jurors 
or judges think their actions might lead to the execution of an innocent man, the 
overwhelming guilt they confront gives them pause. As it should. 
 But as I said before, that narrative has extremely limited utility. In about (+4 
of death penalty cases, there really is not a serious question about guilt, only about 
punishment. In that context, the relevant narrative does not aim to rouse a juror’s 
sense of guilt, but rather a human being’s sense of empathy, by seeking to humanize 
the wrongdoer. Jill is the master of that form of narrative, and it di3ers from the 
former strategy because it focuses on the bad guy, rather than on someone not even 
in the courtroom. 
 Popular media focuses on the former type of narrative because it’s easier. 
One hundred percent of the reading or theater-going public will be horri1ed 
if you tell them a story about someone like Anthony Graves and, narratively 
speaking, it is a much easier story to tell. No matter how good a storyteller you 
are—even if you’re Ernest Gaines writing A Lesson Before Dying, which is pretty 
much as good as it gets as narrative—you will not reach nearly the same number 
of people when you are trying to humanize a murderer. What this all means as 
a matter of legal strategy is that if there is any chance at all of constructing an 
innocence narrative, that is what the lawyer will do, because the success rate 
is always higher than with a so-called mitigation narrative. In fact, as a purely 
strategic matter, a thin innocence narrative is almost always a wiser litigation 
choice than a thicker mitigation narrative. 
 So, for example, in the case I discuss in my book, I really and truly believe that 
Henry Quaker should not have been executed even if he was the murderer, but 
that angle was a losing strategy. So I chose a di3erent course. Now, as I think my 
book makes pretty clear, although I don’t think Quaker committed the murders, I 
don’t really know for sure. We rarely do. And because there was another guy who 
was a plausible bad guy, then for me, as a strategist, that was enough. 
 *ere is an insidious dynamism at work here, because the strength of 
innocence narratives makes all other narratives less powerful. Or, put somewhat 
di3erently, the more gobsmacking Pam’s and Jessica’s narratives are, the harder 
Jill’s job becomes at the trial level, and the more impossible my job becomes at 
the appellate stage. 
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PC: I couldn’t agree with you more, David. *is passage particularly struck a chord 
with me: “*ere is an insidious dynamism at work here, because the strength 
of innocence narratives makes all other narratives less powerful.” Indeed, I have 
seen this play out in my own work. While my stories on Anthony and Michael 
Morton and Hannah Overton have gotten accolades, I have written a number of 
stories over the years—mitigation narratives, to use David’s phrasing—that were 
not received as well. 
 Years ago, I wrote a lengthy piece about a death row inmate named Napoleon 
Beazley. Napoleon was seventeen years old when he killed a man in a car-jacking. 
He was an extremely promising young man who had made a terrible, terrible 
mistake. He was on the honor roll, was a tremendously talented athlete, and had 
transcended the entrenched racial 
boundaries of the tiny East Texas 
town where he grew up. But he had 
also fallen in with the wrong group of 
kids, and in an e3ort to prove himself, 
he had made a terrible, tragic mistake. I wrote an ',,,,-word story that sought to 
humanize Napoleon—that is, to explain who he was to readers and to provide some 
context for his actions. After reading it, I thought that very few people—even here 
in Texas—would feel that death was the appropriate punishment for him. But the 
article did not create the kind of groundswell that my story on Anthony did, and 
it did not spark a larger conversation about the e2cacy of executing people who 
committed their crimes as juveniles. Napoleon was executed a year after my story 
came out. (*is was before the Supreme Court banned the execution of juveniles.) 
It was a devastating experience and it took a long time to return to mitigation 
narratives. (I’m working on one right now.) I hope that more writers take on these 
kinds of stories, as hard as they are.
 As for research: I read everything I can get my hands on—the case 1le, trial 
transcripts, police reports, etc. *en I try to track down as many of the people 
who were involved in the original case and trial (investigators, jurors, friends and 
relatives of the victim and defendant, etc). *at is a laborious process, and often 
it’s hard to get people to agree to talk. But after a few months of really learning 

“It seems like it’s taboo for attorneys to 
narrate the history of our biases resulting in 
wrong judgments and wrongful convictions.”
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the documents in a case and interviewing people, I usually feel like I know the 
case pretty well. *e key for me is when I stop gleaning a lot of new information 
during interviews, because I know the material, or when sources begin to ask me 
questions. *at said—going back to your question—I have never had to imply that 
someone else was guilty without lawyers having already made a very persuasive 
case already. In the Morton case, for example, there was DNA evidence that 
pointed to another perpetrator, and in Anthony’s case, the person who committed 
the crime was convicted and executed. Law enforcement was certain that he’d had 
an accomplice and pressured him after twelve hours in police custody to name an 
accomplice, hence the reason that he named Anthony. 

AG: David, I wholeheartedly agree with you. However, as the guy who got a chance 
to see two narratives of the same case from the cheap seats, once I was convicted, I 
knew the mitigation narrative wasn’t going to have an impact, which is why I initially 

Ignacio Cuevas. Put to death, May 23, 1991. Cuevas spent his time on the Row doing colored-pencil drawings of animals, saints, and 
Jesus. One day, Bruce went by his cell, and several of the drawings were arrayed on the bunk. “Take my picture with my drawings,” 
Cuevas said. “Okay,” Bruce said. © Bruce Jackson and Diane Christian. 
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refused to let my family testify on my behalf during penalty phases. Everything in 
me screamed that it wouldn’t make a di3erence and I was right, because who has 
empathy for “the murderer?” I can tell you from my personal experience of being 
that person they were talking about: it doesn’t matter what the narrative is, because 
if the narrative doesn’t start focusing more on challenging and educating jurors then 
the narrative will continue to be just another entertaining story in the court room. 
I’ve looked back on my own experience and have come to the conclusion that had 
I been my own attorney, the narrative would have been one that took the jury on 
a journey that exposed the elephant in the court room—their personal biases. It 
seems like it’s taboo for attorneys to narrate the history of our biases resulting in 
wrong judgments and wrongful convictions. *ere’s an education component to 
the narrative that’s missing, and that is the narrative to challenge them to want to 
be the best twelve people to judge the facts of the case. I have come to believe that 
the narrative should move toward educating a jury of twelve, who don’t practice law, 
about the responsibility they have to make sure that our system of justice works 
fairly. Jurors are usually the least informed, among those in the decision making 
process, about procedure and the law, yet have the most important job. You often 
time hear jurors come forward after the fact, to say that they had no idea about the 
process. And then you have twelve people with their own biases. 
 So to me, it seems that a smart trial attorney would learn to craft his narrative in 
a way that not only tells the story, but better informs the most important people in 
the court room—the jury. *e narrative that tries to humanize someone that twelve 
people usually have no connection with has never really been that e3ective, because 
you can’t change a lifetime of biases in a six-week period. It’s not going to happen. 

JP: Anthony raises a really good point—one that I learned the hard way when 
teaching Richard Wright’s Native Son in my 1rst Honors College course as a 
professor at Texas Tech. *e 1rst day of discussion, we talked about the censorship 
that Wright faced, the controversial (sexually graphic) theater scene, and that 
terrifying rat that opens the book—all topics I stupidly thought would help the 
students engage with the book because sex and censorship “sells,” so to speak, with 
this age group. But at the end of the hour, a kid in the back row raised his hand and 
asked, “Why aren’t we talking about the fact that Bigger is mentally retarded? Is 
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that politically incorrect?” Well, hell. I hadn’t taught Bigger’s story at all…because, 
of course, he isn’t mentally retarded. Not one iota. But my students—all white, 
privileged, and somewhat nerdy—couldn’t relate to Bigger’s life or why he would 
be so afraid of white culture that he smothers and then chops up the body of a 
white woman to save himself. I hadn’t made them understand why the 1rst section 
of the book is, in fact, called “Fear.” 
 I keep this story in mind when writing mitigation narratives—which are 
complicated by all kinds of factors. For one, just like Anthony said, he didn’t want 
his family to testify on his behalf at his trial, and the defendants I help represent 
don’t either. Now, I don’t know Anthony’s family, so I am in no way speaking about 

his family here. Our clients have usually 
su3ered severe abuse, but still, they love 
their families as much as I love mine, and 
they don’t want to expose family secrets. 
It takes months, even a couple of years in 
some cases, folding laundry with grandma, 

and driving nieces to Sonic for some ice cream, and sharing meals with other 
family members, to get them to realize we’re not trying to “expose” the family but 
rather save one of their lives. 
 So part of the craft of writing mitigation narratives is to come at it from this 
angle: this story happens in a neighborhood so very foreign to the jurors’ and 
the DA’s, and I have to tell the story in a way that exposes the listener’s biases as 
much as it does the family secrets—otherwise, Anthony is right, the listener will 
not respect it. 
 *en, like Pamela, I read through hundreds of documents: criminal records, 
education records, medical records (because most of our defendants have been 
in mental hospitals or have su3ered repeated injuries), old trial transcripts, every 
memo the mitigators write (especially when I can’t get into the 1eld with them), 
every newspaper article, and, 1nally, the crime scene photos and reports. I’m not 
looking for “how” or “proof ” when I’m doing research. I’m looking for “why.” 
 By the time I hit the crime scene photos, I have a pretty good idea of the “nexus,” 
which is something defense attorneys were originally legally required to produce 
but don’t discuss much any more for various reasons. “Cause and e3ect” is the meat 

“Sometimes, I write backward, from the 
crime scene to the childhood event that 
is always more climactic than the murder 
and is where the story began.”
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of any story, and a writer can’t help but see it. For example, one of our clients—
we’ll call him Vince—was taken to an orphanage on his birthday and abandoned 
because his family didn’t own a car, couldn’t drive him to school, but also couldn’t 
a3ord truant o2cers coming around their house because of their illegal activities. 
His other siblings—all younger—got to stay home when they took him to his 

“birthday party” at the orphanage and left. Every crime he was involved in—from 
his 1rst robbery to his 1rst murder to the eventual capital charge—involved his 
attempts to gain access to a vehicle, to drive somewhere and start a new, better, 
safer life. Usually, when I look at the crime scene photos, I can spot a trigger or two. 
Always, something about the “nexus” is in those photos. In Vince’s case, the victim 
was his co-defendant’s grandfather (and it was Vince’s granddad who decided to 
dump him at the orphanage), and after the murder, when they had the granddad’s 
car keys and could have left, his co-defendant did, but Vince sat on the couch and 
just waited and waited and waited for someone to come and retrieve him.
 Sometimes, when I write the mitigation story, I start with the defendant’s 
childhood and create a traditional chronological tale; sometimes, I write backward, 
from the crime scene to the childhood event that is always more climactic than the 
murder and is where the story began.

JB: When Erik and I are doing documentary theater work, we begin by giving 
ourselves some parameters around who exactly we’ll be interviewing. Our 
interviews are wide-ranging and cover a lot of topics that journalists might not 
ask about. We are interested in people’s deep humanity, and stories from their lives 
that seem totally unconnected to the story we’re ostensibly focused on can often be 
incredibly illuminating. We then transcribe the interviews, word for word, doing 
no “cleanup,” leaving all the um’s and repetitions and sentence fragments intact—
the eccentricities of people’s language can be incredibly illuminating and revealing, 
sometimes even moving. *en we bring the raw transcripts into the rehearsal room. 
We are actors 1rst and foremost, so our writing process involves actors quite 
directly—we have actors read the transcripts out loud, and we edit by ear; both 
of us can immediately hear what material is theatrically compelling, and it’s often 
quite di3erent than what we would have guessed from our experiences in the 
interviews themselves. We bring these edits home, enter them into the computer, 
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and head back into the room with actors the next day to hear and edit the condensed 
version; we repeat this process several times until monologues begin to organically 
emerge and the deeper themes (and connections between di3erent stories) begin 
to reveal themselves. Once we have monologues, we go through a similar process 
having actors read those, experimenting with di3erent juxtapositions of individual 
monologues, allowing them to contextualize each other and listening to the larger 
story that makes. Along the way, we are also usually narrowing down the number 
of stories we will include in the 1nal piece—we’ve found that the maximum a 
ninety-minute play can hold, while still allowing the audience to follow and relate 
to each story, is about six or seven stories. Narrowing down the stories is always the 
hardest part of creating a piece like this; every single person we’ve met, for every 
single documentary work we’ve made, is incredibly compelling, and all of their 
stories are worth telling. But the form can only hold so many stories at a time, so 
what we’re looking for are individual stories that each illuminate a di3erent aspect 
of the larger story—both on the “issue” level and on a more character-based level. 

John Fearance. Put to death, June 20, 1995. The book by his right arm is The Random House Guide to Basic Writing. He hadn’t gone past 
the eighth grade and said he had to learn to write if he was going to be able to work on his case. © Bruce Jackson and Diane Christian.
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 With "e Exonerated, we then went back and went through the case 1les 
and court transcripts of all the individuals whose stories are in the play, and went 
through a similar “workshop” process with that material, to weave it into the 
script around the fenceposts of the monologues. We experiment with di3erent 
juxtapositions, edits, etc. until we’ve crafted a work that takes us (and the actors in 
the room) on a clear journey, narratively and emotionally, using all the traditional 
tools at a storyteller’s disposal—tension, con5ict, repetition, etc. We’re in5uenced 
by all the great storytellers, from Shakespeare to David Simon, but in this 
documentary work we also always particularly think of the Greeks; many of our 
pieces (including "e Exonerated) contain a sort of Chorus 1gure, and we refer to 
the structural elements of Greek tragedy in our thinking as we work. 
 As far as the question about the “redirection” narrative and its use in death 
penalty cases, we followed that narrative thread when it was a central part of the 
individual’s story, when there was someone else who looked very powerfully to 
many like the actual killer, particularly when that argument was a centerpiece of 
the appeals. But we focused on those alternate perpetrators only when it served 
the larger stories of the exonerees themselves in the context of the play—in 
other words, our main narrative strategy (or goal) was not to point a 1nger at 
someone else, our main narrative goal was to tell six people’s stories. I can see 
why these redirection narratives might be powerful tools in court, or in an article 
or documentary that is focused on proving innocence (or raising questions) in a 
single case—I think audiences (including juries) are often more likely to accept 
the idea that the system got the wrong person if they have some idea of who the 

“right” person might be. I think this has to do with a desire for answers that is 
hardwired into us as a response to anxiety and fear; i.e. it’s scarier to not know 
who did something horrifying than it is to think that the system initially got the 
wrong person, but we still ultimately know who did that horrifying thing and 
can thus protect ourselves. 

ZM: To close, I’m wondering where you all think the story of the death penalty in 
America is headed and the role narrative might play in that future. Are there ways 
in which narrative is not being used to its full potential to create dialogue about 
the death penalty? 
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AG: I am an optimistic person and therefore believe that we are always an 
evolving society as we move forward in life. I truly believe that the death penalty 
will be abolished in the future. We are already seeing a big decline in its use 

in the last three years, and that’s 
because wrongful convictions are 
being highlighted more in the 
news and it’s starting to weigh 
in on our country’s conscience. 

As we continue to see more and more cases of wrongful convictions, DNA 
exonerations, etc, the narrative will create itself, and it will be about the mistakes 
we now know we make with the death penalty. But for now it’s still being crafted 
by the narrators. 
 However, the narrative has not been e3ective up to this point because the 
narrators have yet to 1gure out how to create the right narrative to make it a hot 
button issue. *e narrative has always been biased in our imagination: the typical 
image of a poor, uneducated minority. *e narrative has to be crafted in a way that 
includes white America’s children, because part of the disconnect is that white 
America has no image of their children being put on death row, even when the 
reality is that white America’s children are also being sentenced to death in this 
country. America needs to not only hear it, and see it, but feel it as well, and then 
the narrative will begin to change and the discussion will increase. Until then 
I’ll continue to crisscross the country sharing my story to inspire, educate, and 
encourage others to get involved.

PC: As for the future of the death penalty, I was heartened today when I read that 
-4—just -4!—of counties in the entire United States were responsible for the 
death sentences that were handed down in -,%$. (*is is according to a new report 
by the Death Penalty Information Center.) Interestingly, of the $( executions that 
took place in -,%$, more than half occurred in Texas and in Florida.
 Death sentences remain near record lows, more and more states are repealing 
capital punishment, and public support for the death penalty is at a forty-year 
low. Just to give a sense of how much things have changed, consider this: for the 

“It’s interesting to think of the death penalty—
like same-sex marriage—as a regional issue, 
not a national one.”
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sixth year in a row, Texas had less than ten death sentences. (Texas meted out &' 
death sentences in %(((.)
 My guess is that public support for the death penalty has fallen along with 
a heightened awareness—brought about by the advent of DNA testing—that 
innocent people actually can be convicted and sentenced to death. So I think both 
DNA testing and narratives about people exonerated by such testing have been 
instrumental in helping to change public perceptions about capital punishment.
 But what role will narrative have from here on out? I’d like to know more about 
what is happening in those two percent of U.S. counties that are handing down 
death sentences. Maybe the answer lies, in part, in drilling down into that data so as 
to better understand why those particular counties are deviating from the remaining 
(' percent of U.S. counties, and to write about those counties in particular.
 It’s interesting to think of the death penalty—like same-sex marriage—as 
a regional issue, not a national one. But perhaps that should help guide our 
narrative-writing in the future.

DRD: Narrative matters a lot as a legal strategy, but it hardly matters at all as a 
political strategy. *at has nothing to do with narrative, however. It has to do with 
the fact that the death penalty is so far down on the list of political issues that it 
might as well not be on the list at all. Hardly anybody makes a decision about 
whom to vote for based on that candidate’s view on capital punishment. *e death 
penalty could not matter more to the people whose lives it touches, but it could 
hardly matter less to just about everyone else. So it does not matter how powerful 
the narrative is, because so few people pay attention to it. 
 And yet, narrative will play a central role—it is already playing that role—in 
the demise of the death penalty, because what is causing the death penalty to wither 
away is a complex dynamic that has narrative at its center. What happens is this: 
people read an article by Pam, or they see a play by Jessica, or they go to an event and 
hear Anthony tell his story. And those people talk to their friends. And then one day, 
they, or maybe one of their friends, end up on a capital jury. *ey are not against the 
death penalty, or they would never make it onto the jury. But someone’s narrative 
has burrowed down into their unconscious brain, just waiting for an opportunity to 
matter. And this person, now a juror, sees a defendant who has Jill on the trial team, 
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developing a narrative that will be what the lawyers use to try to save this client’s life. 
And it all comes together, and the jury spares the bad guy from execution. 
 Now you think that is just one case, and it is just one case, but it has a big 
impact on the prosecutor, because the county has just spent half a million dollars 
or more, maybe four times that amount in a really complex case, pursuing a death 
sentence they did not get. *e DA could have accepted a plea a week after the 
defendant was arrested, and the defendant would have agreed to life in prison 
in exchange for taking death o3 the table, and that would have cost the county 
twenty grand or less. Instead, the county went to trial, spent twenty or 1fty times 
what it could have spent, and it got the exact same result. 
 A poor county will make this bad bet only once. A rich county might make 
it two or three times, but eventually, even the wealthy counties realize that society 
is just as safe without the death penalty as it is with it, and so they might as well 
spend more money 1xing the schools and repairing the streets than pursuing death 
sentences that have been revealed both as unnecessary and as bad 1scal bets. 
 What all this means, from my point of view, is that it does not make a whole 
lot of sense to use narrative, 1ction or non1ction, to try to create a Big Moral 
Conversation about the death penalty. It’s a conversation that, (a) will never 
happen, and (b) would not turn out the way I would want it to were it ever to 
occur in the 1rst place. Narrative should be seen as something that operates at the 
granular level, such that its e3ects are nearly invisible to the naked eye. But in 1ve 
years, or ten, or twenty at the absolute outside, at the time when the death penalty 
is something that historians but no lawyers care about, the writers of the narratives 
will 1nally get their due. 

JB: I think David really nails it in his analysis of how narrative can create social 
change. I totally agree that the process takes place at the “granular” level, working 
its way up from the individual level into larger systems. I am of the belief that truly 
lasting social change—external changes that come from changes in our core beliefs 
as a society—usually originates at the individual level, and that as these individual 
changes accumulate they a3ect others and add up until they eventually start 
a3ecting systems. *is is why I’m a big believer in the power of narrative to a3ect 
social change. It never (or rarely) happens in a sweeping, sudden way, but instead 
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takes place over time, through the accumulation of individual transformations and 
their impact on systems—and on future generations.

JP: I’ve no doubt our individual stories will continue to address injustice and how 
she’s disbursed to a particular group of people more readily than others. We’ll 
touch a district attorney or two, a judge, an appellate court, a jury, even the family 
members of some victims. We’ll love some of our clients in ways they’ve never 
been loved and, for some of them, it will change who they are. It will certainly 
continue to change who I am.
 But David and Jessica are right. Storytelling will not spark a moral conversation 
about the death penalty at large. Too few people are a3ected by it; too many people 
trust that they know how the death penalty works and what it accomplishes. I 
also believe that David is right about the conclusion of the overall death penalty 
narrative: it will turn on economics—how taxpayer money could be better spent 
to improve society, how capital trials bleed county funds and yield nothing more 
than what plea negotiations could have managed years, even decades, before. I’m 
glad that, one by one, our stories will play a role in the slow chipping away at 
the “value” of the death penalty, but I am also saddened that the story we 1nish 
telling may ultimately be about money but not about poverty, or about societal 
improvements but not about eradicating racial prejudice in our criminal justice 
system or ending the cycle of domestic violence. Of course, eternal optimist that 
I am, I still hope that, afterward, when we funnel all those salvaged funds into 
schools, childcare, education, literacy, etc., instead of spending it on vengeance, 
maybe we’ll get the same results as if we had held a better conversation and held it 
years, even decades, before. We’ll transform the world we live in to such a degree 
that it doesn’t matter how we got there, how we said "e End. 
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